VEER CHOTRANI finishes 5th position

TEAM INDIA finishes 5th at World Juniors

ANAHAT AND YUVNA wins European Junior Open

VIKRAM MALHOTRA wins HCL SRFI Indian Tour Delhi Leg

SRFI RANKING
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GSC ALL INDIA OPEN, MUMBAI, (06-11 JULY) | 2 STAR
Goregaon Sports Club

SUMMER CLASSIC JUNIOR OPEN, GREATER NOIDA, (13-16 JULY) | 4 STAR
Jaypee Greens
BENGAL OPEN SQUASH, KOLKATA, (20-23 JULY) | 3 STAR
The Calcutta Racket Club

OTTERS CLUB SQUASH OPEN, MUMBAI, (05-10 AUG) | 4 STAR
Otters Club
WESTERN SLAM, MUMBAI, (15-20 AUG)
Bombay Gymkhana Club

44TH MAHARASHTRA STATE SENIOR OPEN, MUMBAI, (16-20 AUG) | 5 STAR
Bombay Gymkhana Club
HCL 11TH INDIAN JUNIOR OPEN, GREATER NOIDA, (26-30 AUG) | 6 STAR
Jaypee Greens

FOR UPCOMING TOURNAMENT REGISTRATION

SCAN THE QR CODE FROM YOUR PHONE CAMERA
or
CLICK HERE
INTERNATIONAL EVENTS

ANAHA T AND YUVNA WIN TITLES (EUROPEAN JUNIOR OPEN, COLOGNE, 05-08 JULY)

ANAHA T AND NEEL WIN TITLES (DUTCH JUNIOR OPEN, AMSTERDAM, 11-14 JULY)
INTERNATIONAL EVENTS

VEER CHOTRANI AND INDIAN GIRLS TEAM FINISH FIFTH (WORLD JUNIOR INDIVIDUAL & JUNIOR WOMEN’S TEAM CHAMPIONSHIP, KUALA LUMPUR, 30TH JULY-09 AUG)
PSA RESULTS

MEN'S NORTHWESTERN MUTUAL LIFE TIME HOUSTON OPEN 2019

ADITYA JAGTAP (IND)

1ST ROUND bt LYELL FULLER (ENG) 11-8, 11-6, 11-8 (39m)
2ND ROUND bt ALFREDO AVILA (MEX) 6-11, 11-6, 11-3, 11-4 (45m)
QUARTER FINAL lost SÉBASTIEN BONMALAIS (FRA) 11-9, 11-7, 11-13, 6-11, 11-9

VIKRAM MALHOTRA (IND)

2ND ROUND bt SHAWN DELIERRE (CAN) 11-6, 11-7, 4-11, 5-11, 11-6 (85m)
QUARTER FINAL lost CAMPBELL GRAYSON (NZL) 11-7, 11-0, 11-4

HCL SRFI INDIAN TOUR - DELHI LEG 2019, (23-27 AUG)
SUMMER CLASSIC JUNIOR OPEN, GREATER NOIDA
JUL 13-16

WESTERN SLAM (JNR), MUMBAI
AUG 15-20

6TH BENGAL OPEN SQUASH, KOLKATA
JUL 20-23

44TH MAHARASHTRA STATE SENIOR OPEN, MUMBAI
AUG 16-20

OTTERS CLUB SQUASH OPEN, MUMBAI
AUG 05-10

HCL 11TH INDIAN JUNIOR OPEN, GREATER NOIDA
AUG 26-31

WATCH ALL THE MATCHES LIVE @
www.indiasquashtv.com
DUNLOP LAUNCHES NEW HYPERFIBRE XT SQUASH RACKET SERIES

Designed to deliver ultimate power and speed to take your game to the next level.

Dunlop unveils the new premium Hyperfibre XT Series, its most technologically advanced squash racket range to date.

The Hyperfibre XT range will deliver ultimate levels of power and speed. Its advanced frame aerodynamics make the rackets ultra manoeuvrable and allow for easier power generation – these rackets are designed to help players hit harder taking their game to the next level.

The range, which is an evolution of the Hyperfibre+ series, is endorsed by Team Dunlop including powerhouse husband and wife duo, men’s world number one, Ali Farag and women’s world number five and former US Open champion, Nour El Tayeb.

The Hyperfibre XT series features improved use of Dunlop’s Hyperfibre technology, in the head of the racket which enhances the swing weight of the racket to help players generate explosive power whilst improving the stability and durability of the racket.

“The launch of Dunlop’s Hyperfibre XT Series is a testament to Dunlop’s continual journey to create the world’s best rackets” said Jamie Douglas, Global Marketing Director for Dunlop Racket Sports. “Developing rackets which enhance the elements of power and speed will pave the way for more dynamic and exciting play for players and fans.”